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PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE
Sally luk
Dear Fellow Rotarians:
I am pleased to announce that Rotary Club of Tai Po is now recognized as
Rotary Peacebuilder Club in District 3450. We could be located and connected
with other peacebuilders worldwide by using the Peacebuilder Clubs Map on
the RAGFP webpage:
https://fortress.maptive.com/ver4/24302f895012af8567977b1afef45efd
President-elect Wilson Woo and I have joined the Rotary Action Group for
Peace (RAGFP) since August 2020. Moreover, our District is moving forward to
support the first local rotary action group under RAGFP. The Rotary Positive
Peace Academy (https://rotarypositivepeace.org) provides a free online training
course for all Rotarians who are interested to build and sustain peace. There are eight pillars of positive peace
which interact in complex ways. You could equip yourself with better knowledge and useful framework to
participate in Rotary’s work in peace and conflict resolution. According to Dr. Johan Galtung, a Norwegian
sociologist who is considered the Father of Peace Studies, he promoted his original Positive Peace idea that
“we’re trained to think of peace as reducing or minimizing violence – as taking away the bad. But if you want
sustainable peace, you have to work on promoting the good!” In other words, this is rather an empowerment by
creating the condition of well-being and harmony for all.
So, the science of individual well-being would be very important firstly to our own mental health and secondly to
build up the positive peace in our community. So, how to boost up our own inner peace and happiness is the key,
and this is totally under our control. Savoring and Gratitude are two simple ways. Appreciate the happening while
it’s happening and being thankful for the experiences we’re having as we’re having them. This helps us to be
mindful and enjoy every moment of our lives as a whole. Having a daily Gratitude Journal by writing down or
taking snapshot photo about the things we are grateful for would be a powerful boost to our immune system.
This could lower our stress and blood pressure while increasing our mood with a stronger feeling of social
connection.
All in all, instead of asking and seeking others to change, we have a choice of peace in our heart by listening and
doing good to others. As a Rotarian, it is our cause to promote peace through service and fellowship, so please
stay tuned and join our club Peace community service projects. Last but not least, I would like to share with you
all a Catholic song lyric which I love:
Make me a channel of your peace
Where there’s despair in life, let me bring hope
Where there’s darkness, only light
And where there’s sadness, ever joy
Oh Master, grant that I may never seek
So much to be consoled as to console
To be understood as to understand
To be loved as to love with all my soul
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in the July 2020 issue of Tai Post is an overt “I love Tai Post!”
EDITOR T
Well, that’s very flattering. Thank you.
S AY S

he starting sentence in President Sally’s first President’s Message

Claire Mak

As a matter of fact, upon the commencement of this Rotary year, the

Editorial Board had actually met Pres. Sally over lunch to discuss
changes and new ideas. One point in issue is whether and if so how many copies of

this monthly club bulletin should be printed out. This goes towards the embedded
habit of our readers. Asking our readers to click onto our club website, look for the
“Tai Post” tab and locate the update issue is, frankly speaking, not at all difficult. But
members were so used to be handed a hard copy to flip and turn during our dinner meetings that it looks
like a hell of a job to request them to click onto the web-link on one’s initiative. It is not really about money
or ability. Most members are just simply not bothered to. It is … troublesome.
If something had not been routinely done, and it has to change - one has to
really make an effort to do it some other way – it is troublesome. To have to
take action is troublesome.
troublesome…

The very thought of having to change is

To have to do something purposefully can be very

troublesome. So one tends to stall the action. Do it later ... better do it some other time? Gradually maybe it
will go away. It is like some rather useless services which you had never made use of but let it roll on and
on… To take action to cut the service is time consuming and disrupts the routine. In short, it is troublesome
This brings up another thought. One of my friends had suddenly grew a
moustache. I asked if that’s for any purpose. The Movember maybe? His
answer was simple “Is there anything done which is not purposeful?” I said
maybe he was just lazy with shaving. And his reply is interesting: “Even if
that’s the case, am I not doing that on purpose for laziness sake?” It is like
a philosophical assertion on the ‘cost of life’. If you do something on purpose, you put your life on doing
something which is most worth your effort at that moment. If you do not, then you are refusing to waste
your life and effort on something which has no certainty.
You think doing something on purpose is troublesome? Well, like it or not, I am afraid we are living and
doing a lot of things on purpose. It is simply what we choose as worthy of our opportunity cost and is
worthy of life cost. I come to realise that very often those matters which are not troublesome do not really
worth one’s effort; and life is too short to ponder on worthless matters.
But I have digressed quite far. Back to printing Tai Post. President Sally says she is more concerned about
the environment and that she prefers to go paperless if at all possible. Some die-hard
fans of Tai Post still prefer flipping hard copies and having the same for keepsake. It
is also more impressive to hand a readable copy to guests at our physical meetings.
Well, while the debate continues, we print a reduced amount of the bulletin to satisfy
the obstinate ones. Just let me know if you fall into that group; and until we meet
face-to-face, happy reading!
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RI news Aug. 2020

T

ROTARY
INFORMATION

Peter
he Rotary Club of Saint-Denis, Réunion, and the Inner Wheel Club SaintDenis Vanille, Réunion, France, bought computers and tablets with
wireless routers to give to a local nursing home to enable family members to connect with
residents while the home was closed to visitors due to the pandemic.

Lam

The Rotary clubs of Almere and Almere Weerwater, Netherlands, purchased 2,600
bouquets totaling 52,000 tulips to give to health care workers at 77 locations in Almere.
The Rotary Club of Bensheim-Heppenheim, Germany, provided a two-hour virtual musical
concert for residents and caregivers in senior living homes. Bruno Weis, a member of the club,
and two colleagues performed from areas outside the facilities while residents watched from the safety of their balconies or
nearby park benches.
The Interact Club of Kayhi, Alaska, USA, held a virtual high school prom for more than 500 students with help from a
radio station that is managed by a Rotary member. The club paid for a band and conducted dance and trivia contests, with
prizes from local businesses
The Rotary Club of Downtown Los Angeles, California, USA, built and stocked a dozen public bookcases
around the city so children and adults would have better access to books. People use them to both take and
give books. The libraries reach areas without many sources of books, especially when public libraries are closed.
The Rotary Club of Molina de Segura, Spain, which holds an annual art contest for children, extended
the age range to allow entries from children 3-18 years old and invited students throughout the country to
submit artwork that expressed why it is important to stay at home during the pandemic. The club’s
objective was to give students something to do while social distancing and allow them to express how
they were feeling about the pandemic.
Kenya, Africa, has a thriving flower industry, but during the lockdown, many large-scale flower exporters and
small-scale growers have been unable to sell their blooms. Rotary members in District 9212 partnered with other
organizations to purchase and distribute flowers at five different hospitals. The goal was to show appreciation
for the health care workers but also support the growers and let them know they are a valued part of the community.
Manila city was lockdown since March 15 when many public transit stop. In response to the need for
safe transportation for health workers, Rotary Club of Makati West Rotarian Elmer Francisco - chief
executive and chair of a jeeps & vehicles manufacturer - donated 10 vans to transport frontline
health workers to hospitals in and around Makati and the capital city, Manila. Rotarians also
coordinated with officials at the Department of Transportation to obtain permits to operate the fleet and plan the most
convenient routes for riders. Helping lab employees shelter near work Members of the Makati West club also worked to
provide lodging for medical professionals. The club helped secure 30 days of accommodations at area motels for nearly 50
lab technicians and workers at the Research Institute for Tropical Medicine, which conducts COVID-19 tests.

Giving 2,600 bouquets to show appreciation
to health workers in Netherlands.

Providing free transportation to health
workers in Manila.
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September Birthday Stars Celebration

Peter Lam

2019

Our birthday stars with their gifts from 17-18 Pres.
Roger at “Septemberfest” theme night at King
Ludwig Beerhall in Tsimshatsui 15 Sep. 2017.
Thanks to former member Benjamin Wong for
inviting his German friend to join us and he led us
to perform a German dance. Rotaractor Scarlet
was very excited and got quite drunk that evening!

2017

Birthday celebration during our special meeting
with key note speaker Consul General of the
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (North
Korea) 23 Sep. 2019 at Choi Fook Royal Banquet
Hall in TST. Big thanks to PP William and PP
Wilson for arranging such unique speaker and
inviting about 35 guests from Small Medium
Enterprises to join.

2015

2013

At “Full Moon Taipo” theme night 14 Sep. 2015 at
L’Hotel in Wong Chuk Hang where we celebrated
mid-autumn festival. There was also a Chinese
painting / calligraphy performance. Indeed, an inkpainting was one of the raffle gifts.

Our “Sep. birthday stars” ladies with celebrity chef
Ricky Cheung at his private kitchen Le Mieux
Bistro French restaurant in Wanchai, 16 Sep. 2013.

2011

1997
Our birthday boys & girls (including kids) cake cutting
during our BBQ night at Li Po Chun International
School, Sep. 1997. The school was our partner in an
English Enhancement Program for newly arrived
immigrant so we selected the venue for the party.
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Birthday celebration during fellowship night at the
club house in team leader Dennis Lo’s home in
Shatin on 9 Sep. 2011. Glad that many family
members and Rotaractors participated. Peter was
still holding his beer after the beer drinking contest!
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Rotary Open Membership Opportunity Forum
22 August 2020
Kenneth Wong

Background:
The world is going through an eventful and challenging year since decades. The prevailing social unrests,
Coronavirus pandemic, economic and financial chaos resulting from ferocious Sino-US trade conflicts
have aggregately turned our way of life upside down. All countries are being hard-hit by this triple
whammy. It is apparent that our Rotary world has no immunity against the above global illnesses.
Until quite recently, in compliance with social distancing regulations, Rotary Clubs in D3450 could only
hold regular meetings online and a few clubs have even ceased having meetings altogether.
Fellowship and Service which are the hallmarks of what we do as Rotarians have grounded to a halt, the
activities of which help to bond us together and keep us strong through thick and thin.
The month of August is earmarked by Rotary International as the membership month when all Rotary
clubs around the world are encouraged to focus their attention and action upon strengthening their club
membership.
The above challenges were in our minds as the district membership committee went about the
preparation of the district membership forum which titled “Rotary Opens Membership Opportunities”
scheduled on the 22nd of August 2020.
Seize opportunities amid challenges:
Members of the district membership think tanks had a few meetings in early July. We viewed that the
prevailing membership challenges at club level are communal to clubs in our district. Therefore, we have
agreed on a few strategic focuses that would guide the preparation of district membership forum this
year. We hope this forum could instill a strong spirit of unity amongst all rotary clubs in D3450 in
tackling their challenges in members retention and recruitment and to share the knowledge, successful
practices and experiences from Rotarians.
This is indeed a trying time for Rotary so trying we must.
Programs of online membership forum was built under the following guiding considerations:
1. It would be a virtual event, YouTube will be used
during the open plenary session to disseminate
keynote messages from RI President Holger, DG
Eric, Membership forum Chair PP Amy Leung and
district membership co-chairs PDG Kenneth and
PDG HW on district strategic focuses citing new
opportunities in strengthening membership. We
also used zoom to host six breakouts sessions
discussing membership opportunities arising from
the Coronavirus pandemic.
2. The forum aimed to be inspirational, encouraging to participants, and render material benefits to
Rotarians who care about building strong membership in their clubs as well as those who are
passionate to share with others their good experiences and successful membership stories. Hence,
we adopted the theme “Rise to the Challenges, Opening Opportunities.”
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3. Opportunities emerged amid challenges, catalyzed by the Coronavirus pandemic, using digital
technologies that have become more readily available to us, we contemplated the first ever online
membership forum of D3450. Delivered in two media channels, one in English and one in Chinese,
this membership forum was made accessible to Rotarians from Hong Kong, Macau, Mongolia and
Shenzhen and in a much user-friendly fashion. Participants of the forum were given the opportunity
to join two breakout sessions if they so desired.
4. To do more with less, since online forum incurs no cost
of venue, no cost of refreshment. The budget of online
membership forum is less than half of what was spent
on membership forum in the last Rotary year, even
taking into account the cost of almost 380 specially
made backpacks (designed by our very own talented
Chloe Lam) which were given away as free gifts to
participants of the membership forum.
5. Full content of the membership forum was taped and uploaded to D3450
website so that Rotarians who could not join the forum on the day could also
benefit by revisiting these videos. Videos are accessible using this QR code:
What happened at the online membership forum?
Following the opening plenary sessions on YouTube, Six breakout sessions highlighting Six
implementable strategies or new initiatives that are pertinent to effective growth in membership at club
level. These zoom breakout meetings were designed to introduce ideas and to stimulate active
interchanges with participants. Breakout sessions were carried out in English and Chinese taking place
at different time slots. Details of the Six breakout sessions are as follows.
1) How to grow Rotary organically?
Convened by DGE Keith, with PP Sunny Chen, Kelvin Mui,
Michael Chan and Munkhajargal Ayurzana as panelists,
the session discussed various possible ways of achieving
organic growth of membership in clubs. The meeting
noted that some best means to retain and attract
members include organizing meetings with prominent
speakers, impactful service projects, club strengthening,
experience sharing and interesting fellowship activities,
will help engage members and bring about organic
growth in membership.
2) Satellite Clubs – Myths and success stories
Convened by PDG HW, with AG Anna Or, P Candy Cheung
(from RC Neoteric HK) and Chair Terence Lau (from Rotary
Satellite Club of Star Avenue-Inspiration) as the panelists,
the session shared with attendees purposes and interesting
features of satellite clubs. The meeting noted that it would
benefit all parties (clubs, district and passionate people who
wish to join Rotary) if more opportunities of setting up
satellite clubs could be explored.
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3) To engage Rotarians and friends via digital platform
Convened by DGN Norman Lee, with CP Joseph Leung, PP Brendon
Wong and IPP Elsa Wong as the panelists, the session discussed the
usefulness of digital platforms in enabling rotary activities to
continue to be conducted during the challenging pandemic period.
With online meetings, we can invite speakers from anywhere in the
world, which will help attract potential members. It is important for
club and district leaders to encourage members to learn and
embrace the new digital technologies. Online Academy through
the RI Learning Centre is able to deliver Rotary Training anytime
and anywhere.
4) Why Rotaractors become Rotarians
The session was convened by DRC Anita Chan and DRR Alan
Yip, with PP Andy Li, DDRC Gabriel Wong, DDRC
Delgertsetseg Bayarsaikhan and PDRR Joyce Lau as panelists.
Exploring the issue from the perspectives of both the
Rotaractors and Rotarians, the meeting recommended that it
would be important for Rotary clubs and their Rotaract clubs
to agree on the age limit applicable to the Rotaract clubs,
particularly for Rotaractors taking an important leadership
role at the club or district level. The meeting also considered it important for Rotary club activity
plans to take Rotaractors into consideration, and likewise for Rotaract club activity plans to take
Rotarians into consideration.
5) Embrace synergy between Rotary and Toastmasters
The session was convened by PDG Kenneth Wong, with District
Director Wilson Yau of Toastmasters International District 89 and PP
Agnes Lau as panelists.
Besides exchanging information on
organization structures, values and key activities of Rotary and
Toastmasters, the meeting also discussed opportunities of
cooperation between Rotary and Toastmasters and noted the strong
synergy which could result. Both sides look forward to further
communication and deepening of collaboration in the future.
6) Virtual Rotary Exchange Program
The session was convened by PDG YK Cheng, with PP Silva Yeung and
PP Helen Or as the panelists. By sharing with attendees their great
experience in Group Study Exchange (GSE) programs, and noting the
significance of the Vocational Training Team (VTT) programs, the
panelists highlighted the opportunity of developing a Virtual Rotary
Exchange (VRE) program which would enable the GSE and VTT
programs to be implemented even when traveling between districts
is not permitted because of the pandemic. The audience was interested in knowing the latest
progress in the proposed VRE program and looked forward to its further development.
In total, 315 Rotarians, Rotaractors and friends from Toastmasters and JCI signed in and attended the
forum.
Breakout sessions were well attended, each breakout topic engaged between 80 - 150 attendees.
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Who Is Who’s In RCTP?
Rotaryannes of RCTP is a delectable group in our club and a formidable force in the District. Do you
recognize Who is Who’s Spouse from the following photos? The answers appear on the back page.

Anne

Mary

Lucia

Clara

Tomomi

Amy

Wanda

Cynthia

Margie

Angela

Rita
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Lancy

Creamy

Connie

Alice

Lawso

Bebe

Trix

Viol

Eddie

Joanna

Joan

Kylie
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MY FLOATING BAR - “ZHU LU 逐鹿”
Louis Tang

Together with my good friends, I had been shopping for a dream sailing boat
in the boat market of Hong Kong and other cities since May 2020. We
targeted a Beneteau Oceanic 43 in Malaysia only to find that despite having
agreed on a bargain sale price, we could not consummate the sale because
we could not find a way to either ship or get a crew to sail it to HK due to the
Covid-19.
I am not sure if this was due to my birthday luck or not, we found a Bavaria
46 on sale in the market at a great bargain price just a few days before my
birthday. The seller was an English lady who just retired and returned to the
UK two months ago and was a keen seller. She asked for HK$ 1.6 million,
being 50% of the price she paid 5 years ago. Unbelievably, despite the
perfect condition of the boat, we had a deal at a price of HK$ 1.16 million.
The Chinese name of the boat is called “逐鹿”, meaning逐鹿中原 (seeking
championship in the heart of China). What an aggressive name.
This boat is 43 feet long and has a slim hull and modern machinery
equipments. It is a German design which is capable of being controlled by a
single captain or a small number of crew members. There is a fully battened
roller furler main sail with square head and large roach and a roller front sail
operated by a electric winch and 4 manual winches. There are garmin instruments and auto-helm. The boom is high
enough to allow a canopy underneath so that people on board are well protected from sunshine.
On the deck is a spacious
cockpit
which
allows
friends to sit around the
captain(s) at the helm on
two sides of the stern. The
cockpit table is electrically
adjustable to form a sun
lounger, fold-out dining
table or double bed.

There
is
a
swimmers’ platform
and a powered
dingy which can
easily be accessed
from the platform.

There are huge windows on the sides and above the head in
the high ceiling salon even for six-footers. So you can have
a cocktail party therein under plenty of sun light.
The coffee table is very flexible
and is electrically adjustable to
form a fold-out dining table or
double bed in next to no time.
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With just 4 steps down from the deck you reach
the salon where there is a functional kitchen
and a bar corner.

This is the corner for the
captain where there is a
navigation table. Again, it
is flexible to be lowered to
form a bigger sofa for
cocktail purpose.
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A very spacious cabin with an en suite
bathroom.

This is a rear cabin which
is a twin bedroom.

It was wonderful when we switched off the engine and drove the boat
only with the fully fetched main and front sails. It was so quiet that we
had a peaceful moment. I was driving the boat with my fellow owners,
two of whom are pilots who can operate an Airbus #350.

The boat can take 14 people each time and we
really enjoyed good fun with many good
friends each and every time we go sailing.
What a wonderful activity for a retiree.

My daughter was
so happy after the
sailing she gave
me a big kiss.

There is always a sad moment in
a boating trip when we have to
return home near sunset.
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We still keep our Bayliner speed boat and plan to use it
together with our Bavaria 46 so that a big party can be
arranged for friends in RCTP.
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District Rotaract Installation Ceremony
Bond As One．Tie To Grow – 同・絆
13 September 2020
Claire Mak

T

he District Rotaract Installation Ceremony took place in the afternoon of 13 September 2020, Sunday and was
conducted fully online to cope with the social distancing restrictions. The theme this year was "Bond As One．Tie To
Grow – 同・絆".
The Installation started with DRC Anita and DRR 19-20
Hoimin jointly ringing the Rotaract Bell. The screen then
showed memorable events of last year as the Rotaract song
was broadcasted. This was followed by a number of speeches
including Opening Remarks by District Governor Eric Chak,
thank you note from IPDG Wilson Cheng, and a forward
looking talk by District Youth Committee Chair Eugene Fong.
The speeches praised achievements of the past year despite
all the adversities and encouraged reinvention of aspirations
for the new teams to Bond and Open Opportunities in the
coming year.
The two persons who worked extremely hard last year relived with us their heartfelt experience. DRC Anita who is staying
on for another year received acknowledgement and confirmation by the 2 DGs; while outgoing DRR Thomson Chow
(Hoimin) presented a long thank you list. His 2019-20 team presented him with a Pot (for his favourite pastime – hotpot
meal) at the risk of thwarting his dieting plans.

Then came the ‘light-hearted’ official change-over of all the important people at District Rotaract in “marriage” manner.
The background music was the wedding march and, mimicking a civil celebrant, District Youth Committee Chair Eugene
Fong asked “the couple” Hoimin and Alan to
take their oath to serve Rotaract to the best of
their ability for better or for worse; in sickness
and in good health. They sealed the relationship
with the passing of the Rotaract belt. The
incoming teams (Rotarians and Rotaractors) also
took an oath.

Then DRR Alan gave a
preview of his plans for the
year and introduced his
Board. Best wishes to all
those involved in Rotaract
in the coming year!
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Assistant Governor’s Visit
August, 2020, we welcomed Assistant
On 24Governor
Frank Chan of Rotary Club of Kwai

24 August 2020
Claire Mak

th

Chung to our meeting; and with him were Deputy
Assistant Governors Joseph Yim of RC New
Territories and Stanley Yuen of RC Tsuen Wan. As
the Governor’s representatives, normally they would
be accorded with hearty reception by RCTP
members; but since we were on the Zoom platform,
all we could offer were but friendly banter.
The meeting started a bit early (when President Sally was still in hospital) in order to
accommodate AG team’s packed schedule. President Sally efficiently did the usual reports
on past events and notices of upcoming matters. AG Frank then took over and noted the
healthy development and planning of our club to which he made references when he
dutifully addressed us on RI and District’s initiatives, with a strong focus on District goals
and emphasis.
The 2 Deputy Assistant Governors spoke respectively on the District Grant and the
Membership Challenge.

On the topic of Joint Area 6 Project, AG Frank introduced the Rotary Life Planning Programme and the Joint WASH project,
the latter of which elicited constructive questions from PDG Kenneth.
We then moved onto the more light-hearted part of the meeting - lucky draw. The
Raffle gift of an UV & Ozone Sanitizer Phone Charger from VP Danny was won by PP
Peter. Adding to the happiness of the occasion, AG Frank spontaneously offered a
bottle of red wine for a further lucky draw and it was won by lucky PP William. We
then toasted to everyone’s good health before the meeting was adjourned.
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17 August 2020
REGULAR
MEETINGS

PP Wilson Lam, who was experiencing a 5-month
exile brought about by the quarantine requirements,
made good use of his time travelling in the PRC. He
thus spoke to us about “Travel In China” and gave
a detailed recount of the places he had visited, showing us photos he had
taken; gave a bit of historic background and updates of the current
development and above all, his sentiment after the visits. The conclusion he
has derived is that China will surpass other countries in the next decade.

PP Claire gave out an Electric Facial Cleanser for
raffle draw and lucky one who shall henceforth have
a clean face is PE Wilson Woo.
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7 September 2020
We were glad to have some
special guests joining us: Taipo
Rotaractors Jodhy, Gary and
baby Isaac; WYS Rotaractors
Edward, Sandy & Tracy; and
also Armstrong’s 2 grandsons
Adrian and Addison!

Speaker
Mr.
Talis
Wong
introduced ways to effectively
put our messages across when he
spoke on “Tactful Communication
for Better Relationships.”

Former Rotaractor Yuky Tam
(now in UK) and PE Wilson
Woo raised questions for our
speaker. Wilson also won the
raffle prize of a pair of glass
ornaments from PDG Kenneth.

14 September 2020

Dr. C M YU gave a timely box of Maxim’s mooncake for raffle
draw and the PP Louis emerged the lucky winner.
Members gathered for discussion of club
affairs at the Club Assembly.

Happy Birthday PP
Armstrong. Cheers!

PP William gave
details of the
upcoming Theme
Night which Team
1
co-organises
with RC Peninsula.
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PE Wilson Woo led the discussion at
Club
Assembly
and
members
contributed different ideas.
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Upcoming
Events

80%

0%

Event

25 SEP

18:30 Theme Night
Italian Piemonte Rotary Night

Island View Restaurant,
3/F Pacific Club, Tsim
Sha Tsui

26 SEP

15:30 Webinar - Mental Health under
COVID-19

Zoom

68.2%

63.6%

59.1%

72.7%

20%

Time

19 OCT 19:30 Joint Area 6 DG Visit

60%
40%

Date

Average attendance: 65.91 %
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AUGUST 2020

Perfect Attendance

Third row:

Claire Mak
KF Tam
Louis Tang
Henry Wang
Kenneth Wong
Wilson Woo

Fourth row:
Next Page
First row:
Second row:
Third row:
Fourth row:

SEPTEMBER
1st
4th
6th
8th
10th
17th
17th
21st

PETER LAM
KENNETH WONG
WILSON LAM
DENNIS LO
DANNY LAU
Claire Mak
Natalie Kwok
Vikky Tam

Junior Ballroom, 3/F,
Royal Plaza Hotel 193
Prince Edward Road
West, Mong Kok

Answers to “Who is Who’s in RCTP”:

03 August 10 August 17 August 24 August

Anthony Hung
Natalie Kwok
Peter Lam
Wilson Lam
Danny Lau
Sally Luk

Venue

Donald Yap (Anne), Anthony Hung (Mary)
Kenneth Wong (Lucia), Charles Chan (Clara),
Peter Lam (Tomomi)
Matthew Yum (Amy), Wilson Lam (Wanda),
Jacky Sung (Cynthia),
Louis Tang (Margie), Ping Leung (Angela),
Armstrong Shea (Rita)
Dennis Lo (Lancy), Frankie Wu (Creamy),
Masayuki Tsubaki (Connie)
Ronald Chung (Alice), Natalie Kwok (Lawso),
William Yim (Bebe)
K. F. Tam (Trix), Sasha Chu (Viol), Sincere Yip (Eddie),
Wilson Woo (Joanna), C. M. Yu (Joan),
Danny Lau (Kylie)

Sasha Chu
Dennis Lo
Masayuki Tsubaki
Sincere Yip

Got Something to say?
Tai Post wants to hear from you.
Write in to clairerctp@gmail.com
Tai Post reserves the right to edit
articles for length and clarity.

Meeting at 7PM every Monday
@ Kowloon Cricket Club

The editorial board
Claire Mak
Peter Lam

Rotary Club of Tai Po
URL: www.rctaipo.org

#rctaipo

